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High-Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopic studies of nanocrystalline parti-
cles of BaTiC>3 a nd PbTiO3 are reported. There are characteristic differences observed for
BaTiO3 prepared using sol gel (SG) and steric acid gel (SAG) methods. The former exhibit
a critical size below which there is no paraelectric/ferroelectric phase transition whereas
BaTiO3 prepared via the SAG route remained cubic for all conditions. The SAG prepara-
tions always showed chemical intergrowth defects whereas the SG preparations were single
phase. Atomic resolution images of both varieties showed interesting surface' steps and
surface relaxations/reconstructions of some facets. Nanocrystalline PbTiOs prepared by
the SG route remains tetragonal, albeit with decreasing c/a ratio, down to 25nm diameter.
HRTEM observations of nanocrystalline PbTiC>3 are also presented. XRD, dielectric and
Raman scattering measurements also demonstrate pronouned size effects. The relationship
between the observed nanostructures and size effects on the physical properties is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The fine structure of ferroelectric nanocrystalline powders is of current research interest be-
cause it may determine the electronic properties and fatigue characteristics of ferroelectric
thin film devices (e.g. DRAM computer memory elements) made from such precursor ma-
terials. Alternatively, it may determine whether functional ceramics made from nanoscale
powder precursors exhibit normal ferroelectric response, indicated by sharp phase tran-
sition temperatures, or relaxor-type response, indicated by a broad frequency dependent
diffuse dielectric response. The fine powders themselves exhibit reduction of the ferroelec-
tric phase transition temperature with decreasing diameter below 4200 nm down to llOnm
for BaTiC>3 and from 90 nm down to 25nm for PbTiC>3 (size effects).

This contribution first describes the nanostructure of some BaTiC>3 and PbTiO3 ul-
trafine particles as studied by HRTEM including the surface topology and internal defect
structure. Atomic resolution images show surface steps, twins and polar domain structures,
as well as intergrowth defects. The relationship between the nanostructures and the pow-
der preparation routes (sol-gel compared with steric-acid gel) is reported. The specimens
had previously been studied by XRD and the physical properties investgated by Raman
scattering, dielectric, pyroelectric and pizeoelectric measurements1'2'3. Thus the aim of the
present HRTEM study is to elaborate the relationship between the nanostructures and the
size effects on the physical properties. Some comments are presented concerning current
theories of the dielectric response of these materials4.

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

Specimen preparation. Gel specimens were preparated by SG and SAG method1"3.
Ultrafine BaTiC>3 and PbTiO3 powders were produced by heating the gels at a set of
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different temperatures. Up to about 800°C loosely bound powders were obtained whereas
above 1100°C, when the powder was pressed into discs and heated at temperture for 2
hours, ceramic specimens resulted.

Crystalline structure, stoichiometry, particle sizes and axial ratio. The bulk and
surface chemical composition of the ultrafine powder were analyzed using a VAR-20 X-
ray fluorescence spectrometer and a VG Scientific ESCALAB MK II X-ray Photoelectron
Energy Spectrometer respectively. For the bulk chemical analyses, TiO2/BaO weight ratios
were 34.10/65.65 and 34.20/65.60 for SG and SAG preparations respectively, which are very
close to the calculated weight ratio 34.26/65.74 for a BaTiC>3 crystal.

The surface chemical analyses yielded a Ba/Ti ratio =1 on the surface of SG BaTi(>3
crystals whereas it was > 1 for SAG BaTiOa; implying a Ba rich surface for the latter
(refer to table 1).

It is well known that pure BaTiC>3 has essentially the perovskite type structure, with
a paraelectric/ferroelectric phase transition at 120°C to a tetragonal structure followed by
transformations to orthorhombic (below 5°C) and rhombohedral phases (below -90°C). All
three phase transitions are first order.

The average size of the nanocrystalline powders depended on temperature and was
determined by both XRD and TEM methods1"3. The crystal structure at the paraelec-
tric/ferroelectric phase transition was identified by measuring the axial ratio c/a using a
D/Max II X-ray diffractometer. These results are also listed in table 1. There is a size
effect on the axial ratio for diameters above 105nm for SG BaTiC>3 (both powder and
ceramics). There is no size effect on the axial ratio of SAG BaTiC>3 samples (c/a=l for all
preparations), which maintains a cubic structure unchanged down to 21°K. The size effect
for PbTiC>3 SG samples was found for particle diameters in the range 75 - 15 nm.
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Figure 1: Dielectric response of BaTiC>3 powder and ceramics for (a) Sol-Gel and (b) SAG
methods of preparation; note size dependence.

Size effect on dielectric and pbzeoelectric response and on the Raman spectra.
HP 4192A impedence analysis was used to study the dielectric properties. For SG BaTiC>3
samples, the dielectric response at the P/F phase transition showed a sharp drop typical
of a first order ferroelectric phase transition. The ferroelectric phase transition tempera-
ture decreased with decreasing crystallite diameter below 4200nm down to 115nm. The
existence of a critical size at 105nm was demonstrated, at which the dielectric peak of at
P/F phase trnasition disappeared (Fig.la).
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Table 1: Crystallization temperature, average size, Ba/Ti ratio, axial ratio and para-
/ferroelectric phase transition temperature of BaTiC>3 ultrafine powders and ceramics

Method Temp.
°C

Sol-Gel 1350
1250
1150
1000
900
800
750

SAG
1420
1350
1250
1150
1000
950
900
800
700
650

Size
(nm)
4200
2000
1000
300
130
105
50

3500
3000
1000
300
155
115
67
33
22
19

Ba/Ti

1.00/0.95
1.00/0.92
1.00/0.97
1.00/0.94
1.00/0.95
1.00/1.02

1.00/0.89
1.00/0.82
1.00/0.85

1.00/0.85
1.00/0.90

1.00/0.85

Ratio
c/a

1.011
1.011
1.010
1.009
1.000
1.000
1.000

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

T-^C
397
395
394
393
391

P/F Phase Transition °K

293
296
299
302

Dielectric Peak °K
200
200
245
280

no peak
no peak
no peak
no peak
no peak

R^O
198
202
207

For SAG BaTiC>3 samples, a broad diffuse peak in the dielectric response was centered
at 200°K; this response was quite distinct from the normal SG BaTiC>3 crystal at the P/F
phase transitions. The structure is cubic (or pseudocubic) because c/a=l. The dielectric
peak broadened and the peak response shifted to higher temperatures as the particle size
decreased (Fig.lb).

The measurement of pizeoelectric constant gave 90xlO~12C/N for d33 for SG BaTiC>3
but SAG BaTiC>3 showed virtually zero pizeoelectric response at room temperature (see
refs.1"2 for further details).

The pyroelectric coefficient of SG BaTiO3 showed three peaks at 200K, 290K and 385K,
i.e. very close to the phase transition temperatures. SAG BaTiC>3 showed only a diffuse
peak in the pyroelectric response centered about 180K, coinciding with the steepest ascent
part of the dielectric response curve1"2.

Raman scattering spectra were recorded using a Spex 1403 double-grating spectrometer.
These results may be found in refs.1"2.

High resolution transmission electron microscopy. HRTEM images were obtained
using a JEOL-4000EX electron microscope operating at 400kev; the spherical aberration co-
efficient of the ultra-high resolution pole-pieces was Cs=0.94mm and the effective Scherzer
or interpretable image resolution is 0.17nm. The specimen height was carefully adjusted to
an optimum focussing current, when the objective lens astigmatism as well as the optical
alignment parameters could be set precisely against calibrated values.

Selected area diffraction patterns (DP) and HRTEM images of SG BaTiC>3 showed
tetragonal and cubic structures for particle sizes above and below 105nm respectively,
whereas for SAG BaTiOs the structure was cubic for all specimens examined. HRTEM
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images of nanocrystalline SG BaTiO3 particles (Fig.2a) were mostly free of internal defects
but some did show (111) multiple twinning. Some surface relaxations are indicated by the
detail on the surface of a larger tetragonal particle (Fig.2b). It was noticeably much more
difficult to obtain sharp images of tetragonal particles than was the case for cubic particles.

StO-40nm

Figure 2: HRTEM images of SG BaTiO3 showing (a) cubic SG BaTiO3 particle showing
three (111) twin boundaries.(b) polyhedral surfaces showing relaxation of a (100) facet.

0.40nm.

Figure 3: HRTEM images of cubic SAG BaTiO3 showing surface facets; note the outwards
relaxation of the outer unit cell of the (100) facet, implying a tetragonal surface layer.

HRTEM images of nanocrystalline cubic SAG BaTiO3 particles (Fig.3) showed surface
facets; note the outwards relaxation of the outer unit cell of the (100) facet, implying
a tetragonal surface layer. The (110) type facets of the same particle are neutral and
stoichiometric but some surface relaxation/relaxations are apparent. SAG preparations
also typically showed many internal defects, including nanoscale multiple twinning and
(111) intergrowth defects (Fig.4). The density of such defects tended to increase as the
particle size decreased. Different surface topologies were also found for larger particles;
including relatively smooth surfaces (Fig.5a) and rougher surfaces with a high density of
steps (Fig.5b). Note that the surface relaxation is much reduced compared to the smaller
particles (Fig.3). Computer similated images of surface structure models showed that the
outer (100) surfaces are BaO layers and that the corner atoms at steps are Ba+2; hence
such a surface may be Ba-rich, consistent with the surface analysis (see Table 1). The
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0.40nm

Figure 4: HRTEM images of SAG BaTiO3 showing intergrowth defects parallel to (111).

Figure 5: HRTEM images of SAG BaTiO3 (ceramic 1250°C) showing (a) smooth (100)
surface and (b) a relatively rough surface where the exposed corner atoms are Ba2+ ions.
Note there is relatively little surface relaxation compared to Fig.3.

intergrowth defects were identified as polytypic variants of the perovskite structure of
BaTiO3; thus BaTiO3 has stacking sequence A B C A B C parallel to (111) planes whereas
the BaNiO3 structure type has sequence A B A B A B and the hexagonal structure of
BaTiO3 has sequence A B C A C B. These defects are stoichiometric and were found only
for SAG preparations. Also found in the latter were small amounts of rutile type structure,
presumably TiO2, as well as minor amounts of Ba^TiC^.

The most characteristic feature of the smaller SG grown PbTiO3 particles were butterfly-
type twins as shown in Fig.6a, where the structure is obviously tetragonal. Charged
(110) polar domain walls, having diffuse contrast similar to that discussed previously for
KNbO3

5'6, were found in the ceramic preparations (Fig.6b), which were also tetragonal.

DISCUSSION

Size effects on P/F phase transition temperature for SG BaTiQ3. A surface po-
larization term is traditionally invoked in Landau-type theories of the size effect (see e.g.
ref.4). The behaviour of SG prepared BaTiO3 would appear to be normal in this respect.
Further development of microscopic theories for nanocrystalline particles should be acces-
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Figure 6: (a) HRTEM image of SG PbTiO3 showing typical butterfly shape of (110)
twinned tetragonal nanocrystal. (b) HRTEM image of SG PbTiO3 ceramic (tetragonal)
showing typical diffuse wall contrast at a charged (110) domain boundary.

sible following systematic studies of the surface structures, including HRTEM and atomic
force microscopy. We found no evidence that amorphous surface layers or internal defects
are necessarily involved; in fact the surfaces examined were mostly remarkably clean.

Diffuse dielectric response of SAG BaTiO3. Our observation of a significant (100)
surface relaxation for the smaller SAG BaTiC>3 particles (Fig.3), which is much reduced
for larger particles (c.f. Fig.5a), may be the microscopic manifestation of the surface
polarization terms invoked in Landau-type theories of the size effect (see e.g. ref.4). The
observation of charged Ba2+ surface steps is also interesting from the point of view of
micrsocopic theories. The internal chemical inhomogeneity of SAG preparations implies
some modification of the charged state of Ba ions. We are investigating the hypothesis
that at least some of the Ba ions are Ba4+ rather that Ba2 + . Observation of a rutile
phase, as well as small quantities of Ba2TiO^ also imply that the unusual tenacity of SAG
preparations to retain the cubic structure must relate to nonstoichiometric chemical effects
and not solely to surface (de)polarization mechanisms.
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